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Art Journal Prompt: CIRCLES 
Running in circles, spinning in circles, the Circle of Life, being 
held in the circle of your family or community. 
 
Ripples moving out from a stone dropped in water. The sun, 
the moon, our Earth. A day, a month, a year.  
Where would we be without the circle, this most simple, 
universal, and most profound of all symbols? 
 
Here are some representations of circles: “…the notions of 
totality, wholeness, original perfection, the Self, the infinite, 
eternity, timelessness, all cyclic movement, God (‘God is a 
circle whose centre is everywhere and whose circumference 
is nowhere’ (Hermes Trismegistus).” (Julien) 
 
Where do circles come into your life? 
What are the circles you find yourself in?  
What are the actions taken that have rippled out, in circles, 
around you or to you?  
When you think of the circle of your life, what do you 
discover?  

 

Where can I go with this? 

 Use circles intersecting around your page. Journal a different thought in each one.  
 Create a ripple of circles and in each band journal about a different kind of circle you find in your 

life. 
 Use different objects to create different sized circles (toilet paper tubes, pvc pipes, plastic lids, 

upturned cans, the compass) on your page. Trust your intuition to lead you to the significance of 
this pattern of circles and journal about that. 

 
* * * * * * * 

        
“If people stand in a circle long 
enough, they’ll eventually begin 
to dance.”  ~ George Carlin 
 
  

“And the seasons, they go round and round, 
And the painted ponies go up and down, 
We’re captive on a carousel of time 
We can’t return we can only look behind from where we 
came 
And go round and round and round in the circle game.”  
~ Joni Mitchell 
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“Our task must be to free ourselves 
from this prison by widening our 
circles of compassion to embrace all 
living creatures and the whole of 
nature in its beauty.”   

~ Albert Einstein 
 
“I draw circles and sacred 
boundaries about me; fewere and 
fewere climb with me up higher and 
higher mountains. –I am building a 
mountain chain out of ever-holier 
mountains.”  ~ Frederich Nietzsche 
 
 
 

“Everything the Power of the World does is 
done in a circle. The sky is round, and I have 
heard that the earth is round like a ball, and 
so are all the stars. The wind, in its greatest 
power whirls. Birds make their nest in circles, 
for theirs is the same religion as ours. The 
sun comes forth and goes down again in a 
circle. The moon does the same and both 
are round. Even the seasons form a great 
circle in their changing, and always come 
back again to where they were. The life of a 
man is a circle from childhood to childhood, 
and so it is in everything where power 
moves. Our tepees were round like the nest 
s of birds, and they were always set in a circle, the nation’s hoop.”  
 
~ Chief Black Elk, from Black Elk Speaks 

Vincent Van Gogh 
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